Alternative splicing disrupts a nuclear localization signal in spleen tyrosine kinase that is required for invasion suppression in breast cancer.
Spleen tyrosine kinase (Syk) is a candidate tumor (metastasis) suppressor that is highly expressed in mammary epithelial cells. Loss of Syk expression through promoter hypermethylation is associated with increased invasiveness in a subset of breast cancer. Here, we show that in addition to full-length Syk [Syk(L)], an alternatively spliced variant, Syk(S), is frequently expressed in breast cancer cells. Syk(S) is identical to Syk(L), except that it lacks 23 amino acid residues (deletion) within the interdomain B (IDB) of Syk. We also show that the aberrant expression of Syk(S) occurs frequently in primary breast tumors but never in matched normal mammary tissues, suggesting a contribution of Syk(S) to mammary tumor progression. Expression of Syk(L) suppressed breast cancer cell invasiveness. In contrast, Syk(S) expression did not affect the cell invasion potential. This differential phenotypic response is accompanied by their different subcellular localization. Immunocytochemical studies and nuclear and cytoplasmic fractionation experiments indicated that Syk(L) could enter the nucleus, whereas Syk(S) was located exclusively in the cytoplasm. Five basic residues in deletion were found to be critical in determining Syk(L) nuclear transport and invasion suppression activity; mutations completely excluded Syk(L) from the nucleus and blocked Syk(L)-inducible invasion suppression. Moreover, IDB acted as an autonomous nuclear localization signal to facilitate nuclear transport of a heterologous protein. Thus, the IDB of Syk(L) contains a nuclear localization signal that is responsible for Syk(L) nuclear translocation. The correlation of the nuclear localization and invasion suppression function of Syk(L) indicated that nuclear Syk possesses biological activities associated with tumor suppression in mammary epithelial cells.